Abstract: A comprehensive study of the effect of a wide range of controlled human subject motion on Photoplethysmographic signals is reported. The investigation includes testing of two separate groups of 5 and 18 subjects who were asked to undertake set exercises whilst simultaneously monitoring a wide range of physiological parameters including Breathing Rate, Heart Rate and Localised Blood Pressure using commercial clinical sensing systems. The unique finger mounted PPG probe equipped with miniature three axis accelerometers for undertaking this investigation was a purpose built in-house version which is designed to facilitate reproducible application to a wide range of human subjects and the study of motion. The subjects were required to undertake several motion based exercises including standing, sitting and lying down and transitions between these states. They were also required to undertake set arm movements including arm-swinging and wrist rotation. A comprehensive set of experimental results corresponding to all motion inducing exercises have been recorded and analysed including the baseline (BL) value (DC component) and the amplitude of the oscillation of the PPG. All physiological parameters were also recorded as a simultaneous time varying waveform. The effects of the motion and specifically the localised Blood Pressure (BP) have been studied and related to possible influences of the Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) and hemodynamic pressure variations. It is envisaged that a comprehensive study of the effect of motion and the localised pressure fluctuations will provide valuable information for the future minimisation of motion artefact effect on the PPG signals of this probe and allow the accurate assessment of total haemoglobin concentration which is the primary function of the probe.
Introduction
Photoplethysmography (PPG) is an optically recorded plethysmogram obtained from the human body by application of an external optical probe or measurement device. PPG sensors can measure spectral absorption of haemoglobin derivatives non-invasively and in real time [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . PPG sensor devices normally consist of one or several remote sensor units for signal collection (e.g., finger sensor probe) and a central control unit for processing. Prior research by some of the authors of this investigation has demonstrated promising application of a custom designed PPG sensor device in monitoring heart rate (HR), oxygen saturation (SpO 2 ) and total haemoglobin concentration (Hb) [3, 4] . losses including absorption, scattering and losses due to geometrical transmission. The finger sensor probe was attached to the subject using velcro tape in order to make the finger band size adjustable for different finger sizes. It is widely reported that the local blood pressure at the measuring point potentially introduces variability in measured PPG waveforms [18] . In all the following experiments, the PPG finger probe was placed on the right hand index finger in the same position in order to avoid the error from external pressure variations between the finger and the probe potentially caused by the need for over tightening or loosening the probe during attachment. The experimental data was initially recorded on five subjects with PPG signals, acceleration data and respiration monitored simultaneously. This was subsequently widened to a test on 18 independent subjects in order to confirm the efficacy of the initial results. Data has therefore been gathered for a total of 23 healthy adults (13 males and 10 females) between the age of 24 and 55 years (mean age 27.5 ± 7.5 years) with PPG signals, acceleration data and respiration monitored simultaneously. The room temperature was maintained constant around 18 °C, and all subjects had no known cardiovascular diseases, nor recent consumption of caffeine and/or nicotine. The schematic showing a block diagram representation for the experimental setup of the custom sensor system is illustrated in Figure 1a and the finger clip sensor illustrating the axes orientation in Figure 1b ,c.
PPG and acceleration (ACC) signals are collected from the sensor device and later analyzed for human vitals monitoring. LabVIEW™, a digital signal processing software package (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA), was used to compute the various optical absorption parameters, accelerometer coefficients and the derived coefficients (e.g., (SpO2), Hb and HR). A study of the effects of motion of the probe on the PPG signal shows that the PPG signal is potentially corrupted/degraded by movement, and strongly affected by height variation in vertical direction. A blood pressure monitor (SBC 27-wrist blood pressure monitor, Sanitas, Kaunas, Lithuania) was used to simultaneously measure the local BP in close proximity to the point of measurement when the subject's hand was placed at different height levels. A respiration monitor, (Neulog Respiration Monitor Belt logger NUL-236, Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA, USA) was also included for monitoring the subject's breathing in real time during testing. It is a piezoresistive device used to measure the deformation in a bellows diaphragm when an internal air cavity in the belt is compressed by stress due to abdominal expansion when breathing.
All subjects gave their informed consent for inclusion before they participated in the study. The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and the protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of 2016_11_04_S&E. The time varying PPG signal during this motion event is shown in Figure 2a and the variation of mean values is affected by a lower frequency component mainly from respiration [19] . Nitzan et al. [20] have also stated "Photoplethysmography (PPG) provides a qualitative measure of the tissue blood volume increase during systole by measuring the light transmission through the tissue as a function of time." The time period relating to our study is not fixed (Figures 2-4 ) but is generally in the range of multiples of 10's of seconds (usually between 20 and 30 s). In order to introduce a quantitative measure of the PPG signal change and (amplitude) and offset from the zero line (analogous to DC component) during this phase the definition has been applied to each record for the duration that is captured. The peak value in the PPG waveform, defined in terms of baseline (BL) (being the difference between 0 and the maximum value of this waveform during the interval) [20] , and amplitude (AM) of a PPG signal, are also illustrated in Figure 5 . Results of acceleration applied mainly along the Y-axis direction are illustrated in Figure 3 . The acceleration a y is 1.330 g ≈ 13.05 m/s 2 whereas a x and a z are 0.573 g ≈ 5.62 m/s 2 and 0.378 g ≈ 3.71 m/s 2 . However, when acceleration in the vertical (Z) direction is dominant, i.e., in Figure 4d is shown in Figure 2a and the variation of mean values is affected by a lower frequency component mainly from respiration [19] . Nitzan et al. [20] have also stated "Photoplethysmography (PPG) provides a qualitative measure of the tissue blood volume increase during systole by measuring the light transmission through the tissue as a function of time." The time period relating to our study is not fixed (Figures 2-4 ) but is generally in the range of multiples of 10's of seconds (usually between 20 and 30 s). In order to introduce a quantitative measure of the PPG signal change and (amplitude) and offset from the zero line (analogous to DC component) during this phase the definition has been applied to each record for the duration that is captured. The peak value in the PPG waveform, defined in terms of baseline (BL) (being the difference between 0 and the maximum value of this waveform during the interval) [20] , and amplitude (AM) of a PPG signal, are also illustrated in Figure 5 . Results of acceleration applied mainly along the Y-axis direction are illustrated in Figure 3 The PPG waveforms and ACC signals in the interval 990-1110 s in Figure 4 are shown in greater detail in Figure 5 . Each acceleration event in the positive Z-axis direction, marked by regions of odd numerals (i, iii, and v) in Figure 5b , leads to an increase in BL, and meanwhile each acceleration in negative Z-axis direction, marked by regions of even numerals (ii, iv, and vi), represents a decrease in BL. The waveform is therefore most strongly influenced by movement in vertical Z-axis direction compared to motion in the horizontal x-y plane. The research in this investigation is aimed at the exploration and analysis of the properties of the PPG signal affected by physiological parameters associated with motion as described in the following sections. The PPG waveforms and ACC signals in the interval 990-1110 s in Figure 4 are shown in greater detail in Figure 5 . Each acceleration event in the positive Z-axis direction, marked by regions of odd numerals (i, iii, and v) in Figure 5b , leads to an increase in BL, and meanwhile each acceleration in negative Z-axis direction, marked by regions of even numerals (ii, iv, and vi), represents a decrease in BL. The waveform is therefore most strongly influenced by movement in vertical Z-axis direction compared to motion in the horizontal x-y plane. The research in this investigation is aimed at the exploration and analysis of the properties of the PPG signal affected by physiological parameters associated with motion as described in the following sections. The PPG waveforms and ACC signals in the interval 990-1110 s in Figure 4 are shown in greater detail in Figure 5 . Each acceleration event in the positive Z-axis direction, marked by regions of odd numerals (i, iii, and v) in Figure 5b , leads to an increase in BL, and meanwhile each acceleration in negative Z-axis direction, marked by regions of even numerals (ii, iv, and vi), represents a decrease in BL. The waveform is therefore most strongly influenced by movement in vertical Z-axis direction compared to motion in the horizontal x-y plane. The research in this investigation is aimed at the exploration and analysis of the properties of the PPG signal affected by physiological parameters associated with motion as described in the following sections. The PPG waveforms and ACC signals in the interval 990-1110 s in Figure 4 are shown in greater detail in Figure 5 . Each acceleration event in the positive Z-axis direction, marked by regions of odd numerals (i, iii, and v) in Figure 5b , leads to an increase in BL, and meanwhile each acceleration in negative Z-axis direction, marked by regions of even numerals (ii, iv, and vi), represents a decrease in BL. The waveform is therefore most strongly influenced by movement in vertical Z-axis direction compared to motion in the horizontal x-y plane. The research in this investigation is aimed at the exploration and analysis of the properties of the PPG signal affected by physiological parameters associated with motion as described in the following sections. 
BP Near the Finger Probe Response to Arm Position
Inflatable cuff blood pressure monitors are widely available for BP and HR monitoring. An inflatable cuff blood pressure monitor performs well when the monitored subject is in the resting position. The average values of systolic BP, diastolic BP and HR from one of the subjects were collected at different height levels (i.e., the height of the wrist, that the measurement cuff is on, relative to heart level) using the Sanitas SBC 27-wrist blood pressure monitor. The results corresponding to each of these parameters with differing height level are shown in Table 1 . The instructions provided for the blood pressure monitor direct that measurements should be recorded with the cuff located at the same height as heart level in order to obtain optimum accurate readings, which means the first set of readings in Table 1 should be the most accurate. Although increasing vertical height difference (VHD, the vertical distance from the attached PPG probe to heart level) is not a recommended way to use the blood pressure monitor, these readings were recorded to provide an indication of variation in local BP variations. The results of Table 1 clearly show that an increase of VHD results in lower BP measurements. In detail, the systolic BP decreases about 5 mmHg for every 5 cm increase in height above heart level, fall from 112 mmHg to 89 mmHg over the entire recording interval (35 cm). The diastolic BP readings show a similar decrease from 84 mmHg to 45 mmHg over the same height range. In the situation where VHD increases, HR readings remain relatively stable (a second reference for the HR reading was also available from the Oxygen Saturation Monitor PULSOX-8, Minolta, Osaka, Japan). These results demonstrate that change of VHD affects the local BP due to blood volume change at the measuring site. It is well known [21, 22] that a variation in BP of 2 mmHg for every 25 mm can occur above or below the heart level and therefore for every 50 mm it can be extrapolated that a BP variation of 4 mmHg would occur, which is in good agreement with the results of this investigation. This variation is well known and established, but provides efficacy of the results recorded for these parameters in this investigation. 
Factors Which Effect the PPG Signal
The PPG signal is a qualitative measure related to blood volume changes at the point of measurement site, the fingertip being the most widely adopted measurement site due to the wide distributed peripheral blood circulation. It is clear from Figures 2a, 3a and 4a that the PPG signal includes a higher frequency component (circa 1-1.5 Hz under normal light physiological stress conditions) which synchronizes with the cardiac system attributed to each heartbeat as well as various other lower frequency components e.g., variations due to respiration. The PPG signal is easily affected by various factors resembling that of affecting the blood volume in the measurement area [16] . These factors could be summarized as variation of local BP induced from the change of blood flow in the measurement site and are described below.
Vertical Height Difference (VHD) Variation
Results were recorded initially for five subjects being in the sitting, standing and lying positions in order to study the effect on the PPG signals of VHD variation. In each measuring position, the height of the finger sensor probe was set at three different levels, 25 cm above heart level, at heart level, and at 25 cm below heart level with support for 2 min in each position. The PPG sensor probe was maintained in the normal position on the finger at all times. The PPG signals from the five subjects were captured at the three different vertical levels for which the subjects were in the sitting position, standing position, and lying position. Figures 6-8 illustrate the data of these tests for each case of body position respectively.
Further set of measurements were recorded for 18 additional subjects which were healthy adults (9 Males and 9 females). Data were recorded for each of the body positions referred to above, but due to limitations of available space the data set is represented for only the sitting position. The results from each of these tests are captured in Table 2 . Table 2 . Mean BLs and AMs at Different VHD Values for 18 individual subjects were in the sitting position and the finger sensor probe set at three different vertical levels.
Mean Baseline (±SD) (V)
Mean AM (±SD) × 10 −3 (V) The studies of PPG baseline amplitudes are shown as histograms with standard deviations in Figures 6-8, for which the subjects were in sitting, standing and lying positions, respectively. The Mean BL and AM values in Table 2 are the mean of the maximum and minimum BM and AM values across a single record and the ±SD is the standard deviation in that value over the entire duration of the record (typically in the range 20 to 30 s) around the mean level. The standard deviation in this case represents the variation of the signal in a single time frame as illustrated in Figure 5a The data sets, mean and median of BLs vs. VHD deviation are represented graphically in Figure 9 . It is clear that the BLs of the PPG signals increase with increasing positive VHD deviation from 0 cm at heart level to 25 cm above heart level and likewise decrease with increasing negative Figure 6 . PPG baseline intensities and standard deviations when the subjects were in the sitting position and the finger sensor probe set at three different vertical levels. The data sets, mean and median of BLs vs. VHD deviation are represented graphically in Figure 9 . It is clear that the BLs of the PPG signals increase with increasing positive VHD deviation from 0 cm at heart level to 25 cm above heart level and likewise decrease with increasing negative The data sets, mean and median of BLs vs. VHD deviation are represented graphically in Figure 9 . It is clear that the BLs of the PPG signals increase with increasing positive VHD deviation from 0 cm at heart level to 25 cm above heart level and likewise decrease with increasing negative heart level to 25 cm above heart level and likewise decrease with increasing negative VHD deviation from 0 cm at heart level to 25 cm below heart level. This is true for all 18 cases measured with the exception of subject number 10 which includes a single anomalous result. Taken in conjunction with the results of Figure 6 , this means that results from 22 out of 23 subjects have exhibited this consistent trend. It can therefore be deduced that the BP near the finger sensor probe consistently decreases with increasing positive VHD deviation and increases with the increasing negative VHD deviation. Furthermore, in the case of increasing VHD deviation, the BP at the point of measurement tends to decrease (Table 1 ) whilst the BL of the PPG signal tends to increase ( Figures 6 and 9) ; conversely for increasing negative VHD deviation, the BP near the finger sensor probe tends to increase while BL of PPG signal tends to decrease. VHD deviation from 0 cm at heart level to 25 cm below heart level. This is true for all 18 cases measured with the exception of subject number 10 which includes a single anomalous result. Taken in conjunction with the results of Figure 6 , this means that results from 22 out of 23 subjects have exhibited this consistent trend. It can therefore be deduced that the BP near the finger sensor probe consistently decreases with increasing positive VHD deviation and increases with the increasing negative VHD deviation. Furthermore, in the case of increasing VHD deviation, the BP at the point of measurement tends to decrease (Table 1 ) whilst the BL of the PPG signal tends to increase( Figures  6 and 9) ; conversely for increasing negative VHD deviation, the BP near the finger sensor probe tends to increase while BL of PPG signal tends to decrease. A preliminary statistical analysis involving calculation of the mean, median, the standard deviation and interquartile range of BL and AM from the 18 sets of PPG signals at Different VHD Deviation was undertaken on the results of Table 2 . These are presented in summary form for BL and AM of the PPG signal in Tables 3 and 4 . A preliminary statistical analysis involving calculation of the mean, median, the standard deviation and interquartile range of BL and AM from the 18 sets of PPG signals at Different VHD Deviation was undertaken on the results of Table 2 . These are presented in summary form for BL and AM of the PPG signal in Tables 3 and 4 . 
Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) Variation Induced from Physiological Events
Dynamic change of blood flow and arterial BP during postural change from sitting to standing has been discussed by Olufsen, et al. [23] . ANS variation induced from physiological events tends to vary the blood flow and BP, as well as the local BP near the sensor probe.
Changing Body Position
This section includes the results of an experiment in which the finger sensor probe was fixed at the same VHD whilst changing the body position. In one of the experiments the finger sensor probe was kept in front of chest at heart level whilst changing body positions between sitting, standing and lying positions. The subjects were requested to breathe evenly and smoothly without talking throughout the experiments. The recorded respiration data corresponding to the arbitrary analog output of the respiration monitor belt device is shown in Figure 10b . The period from the rising edge of PPG signal to the start of a stable region (no significant signal change) is defined as a PPG-fluctuation, e.g., the regions (I-III) in Figure 10c . Region (i) in Figure 10a indicates a sitting down process (from standing to sitting). The reason for the PPG-fluctuation in Figure 10c is believed to arise from ANS variations induced by the change in body position. Since there is no VHD, the observed values of BLs are almost the same before and after the PPG-fluctuation as was to be expected. Region (ii) represents the process of lying down for which the height of the finger sensor probe was unavoidably changed from heart level to a level about 6 cm above heart level since the finger sensor probe was kept in front of chest at all the times. The PPG fluctuation [region (II in Figure 10c) ] is believed to be caused by an ANS variation accompanied with BP changes resulting from hydrostatic changes caused by the body position variation. Similarly, region (iii) corresponds to the postural change from lying to sitting, and another PPG-fluctuation [region (III)] is associated with it. Rotating the wrist was also included in this experiment, indicated by region (ii) and (iii), in Figure 10a . The effect of wrist rotation on PPG signals is discussed in detail in Section 4.4 of this paper.
Results were initially gathered from five separate randomly selected subjects for which body position varied from a standing position to a sitting position corresponding to the tests outlined above. These are characterised using the parameters outlined in Table 5 . These parameters are defined as the period of body variation process as t ∆ACC (in seconds); the interval of the PPG fluctuation according to body position variation as t ∆BL (in seconds); respiration rate (RR) (in units of per min); and the difference between the peak value of BL in the fluctuation and average of BL before the fluctuation (a 60 s interval used in this case) as ∆BL (in Volts). The demonstration shows that the PPG signals at the point of measurement are affected by the ANS variations induced by change in body position.
Further independent tests results were obtained from the other 18 subjects referred to in Section 4.1. For which body position was varied from a sitting position to a standing position and these are listed in Table 6 , accompanied with a study of the preliminary statistical analysis including mean, median, standard deviation and interquartile range as shown in Table 7 . These results captured for a large group of subjects confirm the efficacy of the earlier results (Table 5 ) and hence the validity of the measurement technique employed in this investigation. Figure 11 for which the subjects were required to maintain the finger sensor probe at the same height above the floor and the VHD was varied by changing body position. Time period A 1 represents the subject standing still with the finger sensor probe at 25 cm below heart level. Region (i) represented by t 1 ACC = 7.6 s in Figure 11b shows the process of sitting down slowly and the VHD changing from 25 cm below heart level to a level close to heart level, where the amplitudes of accelerations are low and in the range of 0.05 g (0.49 ms −2 ). Referring to Figure 11a , it can be seen that there is an increase of BL in the PPG signal during the time period defined by t 1_PPG = 22.7 s. The time duration difference between t 1_ACC and t 1_PPG is 15.1 s, however during t 1_PPG the BL fluctuates significantly whereas the accelerometer on the finger sensor probe detects only limited acceleration due to motion. Time period B 1 corresponds to signals recorded for which the subject was sitting with the finger sensor probe at heart level. Region (ii) which is defined by t 2_ACC = 6.7 s in Figure 11b shows the accelerometer signal while the subject was standing up and the VHD changes from heart level to 25 cm below heart level. During the interval (ii), the BL of the PPG signal decreases, and the time interval for the PPG signal change is described by t 2_PPG = 20.3 s. There is a 13.6 s difference between t 2_ACC and t 2_PPG . The transition intervals (iii) and (iv) thereafter display similar results to those of (i) and (ii), being 18.8 s and 18.0 s difference, respectively, between the accelerometer data settling and the PPG signal settling. Figure 11 for which the subjects were required to maintain the finger sensor probe at the same height above the floor and the VHD was varied by changing body position. Time period A represents the subject standing still with the finger sensor probe at 25 cm below heart level. Region (i) represented by = 7.6 s in Figure 11b shows the process of sitting down slowly and the VHD changing from 25 cm below heart level to a level close to heart level, where the amplitudes of accelerations are low and in the range of 0.05 g (0.49 ms −2 ). Referring to Figure 11a , it can be seen that there is an increase of BL in the PPG signal during the time period defined by _ = 22.7 s. The time duration difference between _ and _ is 15.1 s, however during _ the BL fluctuates significantly whereas the accelerometer on the finger sensor probe detects only limited acceleration due to motion. Time period B corresponds to signals recorded for which the subject was sitting with the finger sensor probe at heart level. Region (ii) which is defined by _ = 6.7 s in Figure 11b shows the accelerometer signal while the subject was standing up and the VHD changes from heart level to 25 cm below heart level. During the interval (ii), the BL of the PPG signal decreases, and the time interval for the PPG signal change is described by _ = 20.3 s. There is a 13.6 s difference between _ and _ . The transition intervals (iii) and (iv) thereafter display similar results to those of (i) and (ii), being 18.8 s and 18.0 s difference, respectively, between the accelerometer data settling and the PPG signal settling. Figure 12a . Region (A 1_ACC ) defines the total interval during which the body position was changed from the standing to the sitting position. The decrease of VHD between the finger sensor probe and heart level is 25 cm due only to change of body position (while the finger sensor probe was kept still and stayed at the same height above the floor). The BP near the finger sensor probe decreases with decreasing negative VHD deviation according to the previous result in Section 3.2 and the increase of BL according to the previous result in Figure 9 , as shown by the region A 1_PPG in Figure 12a . Region A 2_ACC (Figure 12b , is the interval where the accelerometer on the finger sensor probe detects only limited or no acceleration due to motion, while the BL of component A 2_PPG initially increases (dominated by the sympathetic part of the ANS) and then decreases (dominated by the parasympathetic part) during which time the homeostasis process is recovered via the ANS [20, 24] .
Region (B) in Figure 12 is the interval from the decreasing edge of the PPG signal to where it stabilizes again. This interval can be divided into two regions for both signals: B 1_ACC and B 2_ACC for the ACC signals; B 1_PPG and B 2_PPG for the PPG signal. Region (B 1_ACC ) is the interval during which the body position was changed from sitting to standing position. The increase of VHD is 25 cm (while the finger sensor probe was kept still and stayed at the same height above the floor). The BP falls with the decrease of VHD (consistent with the data of Figure 9 ), leading to the decrease of BL, as shown by region (B 1_PPG ). Region (B 2_ACC ) defines the interval where the accelerometer on the finger sensor probe detects limited or no acceleration due to motion, while the BL of component B 2_PPG firstly increases (dominated by sympathetic part of the ANS) and then decreases (dominated by parasympathetic part) during which time the homeostasis process is recovered via the ANS. The PPG fluctuation observed in region (B) is dominant and is induced by body position variations (governed by BP changes from hydrostatic changes in the body position variation) compared with increase of negative VHD deviation accompanied with blood volume changes and hydrostatic changes (increase of BP near the finger sensor probe induced by the VHD variation). Clearly, BL variations of components A 2_PPG and B 2_PPG are not affected by motion but by the increase of the BP at the point of measurement. It is conjectured that changing the body position leads to a physiological variation with hydrostatic pressure changes, resulting in an increase of BP, which stimulates a response of the ANS [2, 20] . The details of the PPG and the ACC signals in the interval 1110-1280 s in Figure 11 are represented in Figure 12 . The PPG fluctuation in Region (A) is the period from the rising edge of PPG signal to the start of a stable region. This interval can be divided into two regions for both signals: A _ and A _ for the ACC signals (Figure 12b ; and these are transposed to A _ and A _ for the PPG signal in the case of Figure 12a . Region (A _ ) defines the total interval during which the body position was changed from the standing to the sitting position. The decrease of VHD between the finger sensor probe and heart level is 25 cm due only to change of body position (while the finger sensor probe was kept still and stayed at the same height above the floor). The BP near the finger sensor probe decreases with decreasing negative VHD deviation according to the previous result in Section 3.2 and the increase of BL according to the previous result in Figure 9 , as shown by the region A _ in Figure 12a . Region A _ (Figure 12b , is the interval where the accelerometer on the finger sensor probe detects only limited or no acceleration due to motion, while the BL of component A _ initially increases (dominated by the sympathetic part of the ANS) and then decreases (dominated by the parasympathetic part) during which time the homeostasis process is recovered via the ANS [20, 24] .
Region (B) in Figure 12 is the interval from the decreasing edge of the PPG signal to where it stabilizes again. This interval can be divided into two regions for both signals: B _ and B _ for the ACC signals; B _ and B _ for the PPG signal. Region (B _ ) is the interval during which the body position was changed from sitting to standing position. The increase of VHD is 25 cm (while the finger sensor probe was kept still and stayed at the same height above the floor). The BP falls with the decrease of VHD (consistent with the data of Figure 9 ), leading to the decrease of BL, as shown by region (B _ ). Region (B _ ) defines the interval where the accelerometer on the finger sensor probe detects limited or no acceleration due to motion, while the BL of component B _ firstly increases (dominated by sympathetic part of the ANS) and then decreases (dominated by parasympathetic part) during which time the homeostasis process is recovered via the ANS. The PPG fluctuation observed in region (B) is dominant and is induced by body position variations (governed by BP changes from hydrostatic changes in the body position variation) compared with increase of negative VHD deviation accompanied with blood volume changes and hydrostatic changes (increase of BP near the finger sensor probe induced by the VHD variation). Clearly, BL variations of components A _ and B _ are not affected by motion but by the increase of the BP at the point of measurement. It is conjectured that changing the body position leads to a physiological variation with hydrostatic pressure changes, resulting in an increase of BP, which stimulates a response of the ANS [2, 20] . 
Changes in the Breathing Pattern
PPG signals are sensitive to physiological variations; several examples are given in the literature [2] , such as changes in the breathing pattern, coughing or yawning. Similar experiments were conducted for the current investigation and detailed results include the PPG waveforms resulting from these tests.
Many types of physiological influences can result in an increase, or decrease of the local BP at the measuring site, which affects the BL and the AM of the PPG signals. Figure 13 illustrates PPG and acceleration signals during a deep yawn event. As can been seen from the intensity of PPG signal in Figure 13a , the average value of BL is 0.35 V before the deep yawn. The activity of a deep yawn started at the time of 835 s. The next 25 s shows a PPG-fluctuation triggered by the yawn event. Repeated experiments (40 times) show that: (1) the value of AM tends to be restricted and (2) the BL tends to continue without significant variation. A zoomed PPG signal in the time period of 852-857 s is included as an inset on the top left of Figure 13a . The interval l is the instantaneous period of the PPG waveform, at a given point in time, and has been used to determine HR. Two examples of the AM of the diastolic peak are illustrated by x 1 and x 2 , whereas y 1 and y 2 are examples of the AM of the systolic peaks [25] . The mean ratio of diastolic peak to systolic peak during the period 810-830 s is 0.403 (±0.023) in Figure 13 prior to the yawning event. During the yawning event, the value of the ratio x 1 /y 1 (e.g., 0.83 at the peak point, A) is larger than that of x 2 /y 2 (e.g., 0.52 at the valley point, B), and the BL/AM ratio is also affected during the PPG fluctuation. Even though the PPG signal is highly affected by the yawn activity, the interval l can still be reliably used to calculate HR [26, 27] . [2] , such as changes in the breathing pattern, coughing or yawning. Similar experiments were conducted for the current investigation and detailed results include the PPG waveforms resulting from these tests.
Many types of physiological influences can result in an increase, or decrease of the local BP at the measuring site, which affects the BL and the AM of the PPG signals. Figure 13 illustrates PPG and acceleration signals during a deep yawn event. As can been seen from the intensity of PPG signal in Figure 13a , the average value of BL is 0.35 V before the deep yawn. The activity of a deep yawn started at the time of 835 s. The next 25 s shows a PPG-fluctuation triggered by the yawn event. Repeated experiments (40 times) show that: (1) the value of AM tends to be restricted and (2) the BL tends to continue without significant variation. A zoomed PPG signal in the time period of 852-857 s is included as an inset on the top left of Figure 13a . The interval is the instantaneous period of the PPG waveform, at a given point in time, and has been used to determine HR. Two examples of the AM of the diastolic peak are illustrated by and , whereas and are examples of the AM of the systolic peaks [25] . The mean ratio of diastolic peak to systolic peak during the period 810-830 s is 0.403 (±0.023) in Figure 13 prior to the yawning event. During the yawning event, the value of the ratio / (e.g., 0.83 at the peak point, A) is larger than that of / (e.g., 0.52 at the valley point, B), and the BL/AM ratio is also affected during the PPG fluctuation. Even though the PPG signal is highly affected by the yawn activity, the interval can still be reliably used to calculate HR [26, 27] . Figure 15 shows other types of PPG-fluctuation caused by local BP variations at the point of measurement due to Figure 15a external pressure applied to the finger sensor probe and Figure 15b external pressure applied to the wrist by inflating a cuff type blood pressure monitor. According to the manufacturer's/suppliers data sheet the blood pressure monitor was capable of applying continuous pressure on the wrist in the range of around 95-195 mmHg. The applied pressure from the cuff inflation tends to block perfusion, affecting the blood volume at the point of measurement, and after the release of pressure or cuff deflation, the amplitude of the PPG signal gradually returns to the pre-inflation level [16] . External pressure is therefore a third factor that can affect the PPG signal in addition to VHD and ANS. 
External Pressure at the Measuring Site

PPG Signal Response to Wrist Rotation
More experiments were performed to study the response of PPG signal to wrist rotation. The sensor probe on the finger was initially placed in the at heart level. One experiment was conducted by slowly rotating the wrist through 90° anticlockwise or 90° clockwise rotation along the X-axis Figure 15 shows other types of PPG-fluctuation caused by local BP variations at the point of measurement due to Figure 15a external pressure applied to the finger sensor probe and Figure 15b external pressure applied to the wrist by inflating a cuff type blood pressure monitor. According to the manufacturer's/suppliers data sheet the blood pressure monitor was capable of applying continuous pressure on the wrist in the range of around 95-195 mmHg. The applied pressure from the cuff inflation tends to block perfusion, affecting the blood volume at the point of measurement, and after the release of pressure or cuff deflation, the amplitude of the PPG signal gradually returns to the pre-inflation level [16] . External pressure is therefore a third factor that can affect the PPG signal in addition to VHD and ANS. Figure 15 shows other types of PPG-fluctuation caused by local BP variations at the point of measurement due to Figure 15a external pressure applied to the finger sensor probe and Figure 15b external pressure applied to the wrist by inflating a cuff type blood pressure monitor. According to the manufacturer's/suppliers data sheet the blood pressure monitor was capable of applying continuous pressure on the wrist in the range of around 95-195 mmHg. The applied pressure from the cuff inflation tends to block perfusion, affecting the blood volume at the point of measurement, and after the release of pressure or cuff deflation, the amplitude of the PPG signal gradually returns to the pre-inflation level [16] . External pressure is therefore a third factor that can affect the PPG signal in addition to VHD and ANS. 
External Pressure at the Measuring Site
PPG Signal Response to Wrist Rotation
More experiments were performed to study the response of PPG signal to wrist rotation. The sensor probe on the finger was initially placed in the at heart level. One experiment was conducted by slowly rotating the wrist through 90° anticlockwise or 90° clockwise rotation along the X-axis Figure 15 . The PPG signal affected by local BP variations at the measuring site due to (a) external pressure applied on finger probe and (b) external pressure applied on wrist by processing the inflatable-cuff type blood pressure monitor.
More experiments were performed to study the response of PPG signal to wrist rotation. The sensor probe on the finger was initially placed in the at heart level. One experiment was conducted by slowly rotating the wrist through 90 • anticlockwise or 90 • clockwise rotation along the X-axis (the direction which the finger is pointing), as shown in Figure 16 . Region (i) shows the PPG signal for a 90 • anticlockwise rotation of the wrist. The enlarged PPG waveforms (left) in the interval 1150-1156 s are slightly disturbed by motion artifact, but the values of BLs and AMs are relatively stable compared with those without the wrist rotation regions. Region (ii) shows a 90 • clockwise rotation of the wrist. The enlarged PPG waveforms (middle) in the interval 1172-1178 s are minimally affected by the rotation process. Region (iii) is a repeat process of region (i), which has its detail shown in top right in Figure 16a . This experiment indicates that wrist rotation does not significantly affect the PPG signals.
(the direction which the finger is pointing), as shown in Figure 16 . Region (i) shows the PPG signal for a 90° anticlockwise rotation of the wrist. The enlarged PPG waveforms (left) in the interval 1150-1156 s are slightly disturbed by motion artifact, but the values of BLs and AMs are relatively stable compared with those without the wrist rotation regions. Region (ii) shows a 90° clockwise rotation of the wrist. The enlarged PPG waveforms (middle) in the interval 1172-1178 s are minimally affected by the rotation process. Region (iii) is a repeat process of region (i), which has its detail shown in top right in Figure 16a . This experiment indicates that wrist rotation does not significantly affect the PPG signals. 
Measurements When Swinging the Arm
Two experiments were conducted where the finger sensor probe was placed on the finger in line with the upper arm and forearm, and the subject's arm was fully outstretched and held straight. Figure 17b , where dotted lines (i), (ii), and (iii) mark the sensor probe at 35 cm above heart level, heart level, and 35 cm below heart level, respectively. Dotted lines (a ) mark the probe rising from 35 cm below heart level to the heart level, dotted lines (b ) mark the start of the probe moving from heart level to 35 cm above heart level, dotted lines (c ) mark the probe being lowered from 35 cm above heart level to heart level, dotted lines (d ) mark the changes of the probe from heart level to 35 cm below heart, et al.
Swinging Arm with Long Resting Time Intervals
In the process of swinging the finger sensor probe up and down with long resting intervals (approximately 10 s), the values of the PPG intensity, in Figure 17a , vary in a manner similar to ax in Figure 17b . Region (A) is the stationary stage following lifting of the finger sensor probe to 35 cm above heart level. The BL of PPG signal shows a sharp increase and the AM is seriously degraded. The increase of positive VHD deviation results in significant attenuation of the pulsatile component. Region (B) shows the PPG signal with the finger sensor probe returning back down to heart level. The amplitude signal returns to its normal good quality after a short delay. When the finger sensor probe was set at 35 cm below heart level, indicated by Region (C), the AM of the PPG signal tends to be less than that at heart level. Region (D) delimits a period when the finger sensor probe was raised to heart level and the BL of the PPG increases with the increase of the ax value. Region (E) represents 
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Swinging Arm with Long Resting Time Intervals
In the process of swinging the finger sensor probe up and down with long resting intervals (approximately 10 s), the values of the PPG intensity, in Figure 17a , vary in a manner similar to a x in Figure 17b . Region (A) is the stationary stage following lifting of the finger sensor probe to 35 cm above heart level. The BL of PPG signal shows a sharp increase and the AM is seriously degraded. The increase of positive VHD deviation results in significant attenuation of the pulsatile component. Region (B) shows the PPG signal with the finger sensor probe returning back down to heart level. The amplitude signal returns to its normal good quality after a short delay. When the finger sensor probe was set at 35 cm below heart level, indicated by Region (C), the AM of the PPG signal tends to be less than that at heart level. Region (D) delimits a period when the finger sensor probe was raised to heart level and the BL of the PPG increases with the increase of the a x value. Region (E) represents a repeat of the movements in region (A) but with a higher acceleration. An observation from this experiment is that the VHD between the finger sensor probe and heart level can be inferred from the X-axis acceleration. The PPG signals show large time delay before they reach a constant value during all the movements. a repeat of the movements in region (A) but with a higher acceleration. An observation from this experiment is that the VHD between the finger sensor probe and heart level can be inferred from the X-axis acceleration. The PPG signals show large time delay before they reach a constant value during all the movements. Figure 18 shows the PPG and acceleration signals captured in the process of swinging the arm up and down repeatedly with short resting time intervals (less than 5 s). In Region (A) the finger sensor probe is subject to rapid up-and-down motions between a height of 35 cm above heart level and heart level. Region (B) corresponds to the finger sensor probe being quickly and repeatedly moved up and down between heart level and a height of 35 cm below heart level. Results show that the values of BL in Figure 17a vary in a manner similar to the values of X-axis acceleration in Figure  17b and PPG signals tends to be highly affected by the VHD variation. Figure 18 shows the PPG and acceleration signals captured in the process of swinging the arm up and down repeatedly with short resting time intervals (less than 5 s). In Region (A) the finger sensor probe is subject to rapid up-and-down motions between a height of 35 cm above heart level and heart level. Region (B) corresponds to the finger sensor probe being quickly and repeatedly moved up and down between heart level and a height of 35 cm below heart level. Results show that the values of BL in Figure 17a vary in a manner similar to the values of X-axis acceleration in Figure 17b and PPG signals tends to be highly affected by the VHD variation. a repeat of the movements in region (A) but with a higher acceleration. An observation from this experiment is that the VHD between the finger sensor probe and heart level can be inferred from the X-axis acceleration. The PPG signals show large time delay before they reach a constant value during all the movements. Figure 18 shows the PPG and acceleration signals captured in the process of swinging the arm up and down repeatedly with short resting time intervals (less than 5 s). In Region (A) the finger sensor probe is subject to rapid up-and-down motions between a height of 35 cm above heart level and heart level. Region (B) corresponds to the finger sensor probe being quickly and repeatedly moved up and down between heart level and a height of 35 cm below heart level. Results show that the values of BL in Figure 17a vary in a manner similar to the values of X-axis acceleration in Figure  17b and PPG signals tends to be highly affected by the VHD variation. 
Swinging Arm up and down with Short Resting Time Interval
Discussion
The values of BL and AM from PPG signals can vary from one person to another due to the finger sensor probe's size, its placement, effects of body position, individual differences and even differences between the two arms. A PPG signal involves a relatively high frequency component (typically in the range 1-2 Hz) which synchronizes with the heartbeat as well as various lower frequency components relating to ANS (including respiration, e.g., talking, deep breathing events, and physiological events, e.g., body position variation), blood pressure control (local BP variation near sensor probe arising from vertical height difference and thermoregulation.
A variation in BP corresponding to changing the arm position was measured using the commercial wrist worn BP monitor used in this investigation which was also accompanied by a variation in the PPG signal. A drop of approximately 4 mmHg was measured for each 5 cm rise in VHD, which is in good agreement with the values mentioned in the literature [21, 22] which in turn provides efficacy of the results recorded for these parameters in this investigation. However, the purpose of this investigation has been to bring local blood pressure variations into consideration when attempting to remove motion artefact in PPG signals. In summary, factors that may affect the PPG signal during motion have been identified and these are illustrated in Figure 19 . External pressure on/near the measuring point, the autonomic nervous system, and the vertical height difference between the measurement site and heart level in the vertical direction, all influence the local BP at the point of measurement. In particular, the induced ANS variations can be as a result of physiological events, including: body position changes (Figure 11 ), yawn events ( Figure 13 ) and talking events (Figure 14) . Also the experimental results indicated that wrist rotation does not significantly affect the PPG signal ( Figure 16 ). 
A variation in BP corresponding to changing the arm position was measured using the commercial wrist worn BP monitor used in this investigation which was also accompanied by a variation in the PPG signal. A drop of approximately 4 mmHg was measured for each 5 cm rise in VHD, which is in good agreement with the values mentioned in the literature [21, 22] which in turn provides efficacy of the results recorded for these parameters in this investigation. However, the purpose of this investigation has been to bring local blood pressure variations into consideration when attempting to remove motion artefact in PPG signals. In summary, factors that may affect the PPG signal during motion have been identified and these are illustrated in Figure 19 . External pressure on/near the measuring point, the autonomic nervous system, and the vertical height difference between the measurement site and heart level in the vertical direction, all influence the local BP at the point of measurement. In particular, the induced ANS variations can be as a result of physiological events, including: body position changes (Figure 11 ), yawn events ( Figure 13 ) and talking events (Figure 14) . Also the experimental results indicated that wrist rotation does not significantly affect the PPG signal ( Figure 16 ). For the PPG signal, it has the properties that the BL of a PPG signal increases with the increase of positive VHD deviation and decreases with the increase of negative VHD deviation. For the case of decreasing of positive and negative VHD deviation, the PPG signal tends to decrease and increase, respectively. The mean and median BLs are derived from the data of Table 2 and Figure 9 and shown in Tables 3 and 4 . The slope of a linear analysis arising from the positive and negative VHD deviation are 0.629 × 10 −3 cm/V and 0.769 × 10 −3 cm/V, respectively. Curve fitting for the variation of VHD deviation and BL of PPG would be necessary due to non-linearity but this could be accommodated in the memory of the processing electronics. Therefore, in reverse, the BL of PPG from the finger sensor probe could be used to locate the position of the finger, but this is beyond the scope of this investigation.
The ACC data can be used to infer the finger sensor probe's direction and acceleration for the analysis of PPG based devices. The PPG finger sensor position can be inferred, from the BL of the PPG signal based on BP variation. PPG-fluctuations can also be used to infer some indication of: (1) a body position change with variation of the finger sensor probe's position if BL of PPG varies after motion; (2) a body position change without variation of finger sensor probe's position if BLs of PPG before and after motion are the same; and (3) other physiological variations (e.g., yawn event and deep breathing event). In the context of the existing literature, the results presented in the work of the current investigation are unique and their capture has only been possible due to the high degree of integration of the optical PPG signal detection electronics and accelerometers in one compact unit. For the PPG signal, it has the properties that the BL of a PPG signal increases with the increase of positive VHD deviation and decreases with the increase of negative VHD deviation. For the case of decreasing of positive and negative VHD deviation, the PPG signal tends to decrease and increase, respectively. The mean and median BLs are derived from the data of Table 2 and Figure 9 and shown in Tables 3 and 4 . The slope of a linear analysis arising from the positive and negative VHD deviation are 0.629 × 10 −3 cm/V and 0.769 × 10 −3 cm/V, respectively. Curve fitting for the variation of VHD deviation and BL of PPG would be necessary due to non-linearity but this could be accommodated in the memory of the processing electronics. Therefore, in reverse, the BL of PPG from the finger sensor probe could be used to locate the position of the finger, but this is beyond the scope of this investigation.
The ACC data can be used to infer the finger sensor probe's direction and acceleration for the analysis of PPG based devices. The PPG finger sensor position can be inferred, from the BL of the PPG signal based on BP variation. PPG-fluctuations can also be used to infer some indication of: (1) a body position change with variation of the finger sensor probe's position if BL of PPG varies after motion; (2) a body position change without variation of finger sensor probe's position if BLs of PPG before and after motion are the same; and (3) other physiological variations (e.g., yawn event and deep breathing event). In the context of the existing literature, the results presented in the work of the current investigation are unique and their capture has only been possible due to the high degree of integration of the optical PPG signal detection electronics and accelerometers in one compact unit.
Previous work on multi-wavelength PPG signal detection has been performed including some of the authors of this investigation [4] , as well as motion artefact reduction (primarily through application of software based post processing [6] [7] [8] . However, to the best of the knowledge of the authors the in situ accelerometer signals combined with relatively simple algorithms applied to the PPG signals as presented in this article provides a unique opportunity for the possible correction of motion artefact signals in real time.
The pilot study of this investigation PPG level was based on 18 healthy adults and involved 9 males and 9 females. Each participant was required to be subjected to three tests in which the finger sensor probe position relative to the heart was varied (for the sitting position only). Hence, there are a total 54 individual measurements with an effect size of 0.043. The PPG level was measured at the heart level (level 0), 25 cm above heart level (level 1) and 25 cm below heart level (level 2). There is a small but consistent change of PPG amplitude when the vertical height is changed (as is in evidence in Figure 9 ). In order to study an association between PPG level and vertical height difference (VHD), a multiple linear regression and correlation was performed and the results of this analysis are shown in Table 8 . The outcome variable is PPG level and predictor variable are gender and the finger sensor probe positions (level 1 and level 2). The probe position at heart level (level 0) was used as the reference. It can be seen from Table 8 that the p-value for each predictor variable to the outcome is greater than 0.05 (0.361 for gender, 0.521 for level 1 and 0.599 for level 2) which means there is no association between predictor variables to the outcome. In summary, even though there is a discernable change of PPG level according to the vertical height difference (Clear in Figure 9 ), the height 25 cm above and below the heart level do not significantly affect the PPG level or the blood pressure. 
Conclusions
It has been demonstrated experimentally that the captured PPG signal exhibits sensitivity in its response to the subject's muscular tension level and limb motion. Devices such as an accelerometer, a respiration monitor belt and a blood pressure monitor, have been deployed in conjunction with the custom designed PPG sensor system for investigation of the effects of external physiological parameters on the PPG signals in the context of autonomic nervous system and local blood pressure. The results have shown that the baseline of PPG signal is affected by acceleration particularly in the vertical direction as opposed to acceleration in the horizontal plane for the system under test. Experimental results from a total of 23 subjects demonstrated that PPG signals during motion events are influenced by the variation of local blood pressure at the point of measurement which is in turn induced from: (1) the vertical height difference between the measuring site and the reference level (the heart level); and (2) the autonomic nervous system. The results of a statistical analysis conducted on 18 subjects (9 male and 9 female) have shown that the dependency of the Baseline (BL) and Amplitude (AM) values of the PPG signal are only weakly dependent on the VHD. It is envisaged that the results of this investigation can be used as a basis for optimizing measurements of PPG based sensors in terms of potential removal of motion artefact.
